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Horford contract extension talks down to deadline

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

5:51 p.m. Monday, October 25, 2010 

If the Hawks and All-Star center Al Horford are to reach an agreement on a contract extension he said it 

likely won't happen until just before the deadline.

Horford said Monday the Hawks and agent Arn Tellem, who have been in discussions for nearly a month, 

are set to meet at the end of the week regarding an extension to the contract he signed as the No. 3 

overall draft pick in 2007.

If no deal is reached by the end of business Monday, then Horford would become a restricted free agent 

next summer once the Hawks extended him a qualifying offer by June 30.

“I kind of have thought this all along, but I think it really is going to come down to the last day,” Horford 

said.

So far only two 2007 draftees have secured contract extensions. No. 2 overall draft pick Kevin Durant 

received a five-year, $85 million deal from Oklahoma City and Horford’s University of Florida teammate 

Joakim Noah, the No. 9 pick, got five years and $60 million plus incentives from Chicago.

The actual value of extensions could change under the next collective bargaining agreement. Under the 

current labor deal, which expires in June, the Hawks can offer Horford an extension of up to five years 

and $82 million.

Horford said he’s not nervous or anxious about the approaching deadline.

“All I can focus on is playing,” he said. “Obviously, I hope we get it done. I can’t control that. . . . I have 

always been that way when it is something outside of my reach, and I can’t do anything about it. All I can 

do is just keep going.

"I have always been like that with all aspects of my life. I just kind of leave it up to my agent and hopefully 

they can handle it. It is my business but it’s not like I can make something happen.”

The advantage for Horford in securing an extension is that he wouldn’t be a free agent during what could 

be a labor impasse next summer. Otherwise, Horford's options would include playing for Atlanta’s one 

year qualifying offer in 2011-12, signing an offer sheet with another team or trying again to negotiate an 

extension with the Hawks.

Bibby still the starter
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The only potential competition for a starting position during the preseason never really materialized so 

point guard Jeff Teague will back up starter Mike Bibby when Atlanta opens the season Wednesday at 

Memphis.

"My vision was to have Jeff constantly get better and constantly grow, and if there was a clear sign of him 

having a major impact on the team if he played significant minutes, I wanted to be in that position to have 

to make a decision," Hawks coach Larry Drew said. "But clearly that's not the case."

Teague suffered an ankle injury the day after the first exhibition game and didn't return until Thursday. 

Drew said Teague "was playing like a man on a mission" before the injury but hasn't been as aggressive 

since his return.

"I am banking on him getting that back," Drew said. "When he is aggressive and when he is attacking 

and he is not thinking about what he is supposed to be doing out there, he is much more effective than 

what he has shown the last couple of games."

Sy makes progress

Guard Pape Sy, Atlanta's second-round draft pick in June, worked out on the court following practice 

Monday. It’s the first time he’s been able to do so successfully since the start of training camp; he 

aborted an earlier attempt because his back was too sore.

“It is starting to get better,” he said. “I can’t wait [to play]. It is a little bit [sore] but I try to play with it and 

come back as fast as possible.”

Jamal Crawford's nagging back injury tightened up so he didn’t participate fully in practice Monday.
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